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Chapter 2



The Need for Categories



1 A Martian Visitor Let us imagine a Martian visiting Earth. Martians communicate with one another through thought-waves, or telepathy. The visiting Martian, Miko, is the first Martian on Earth. Her task is to learn how earthlings communicate with one another, and to send instructions back to Mars, so that other Martians can learn human communication before they come to Earth. Miko lands on Earth, and finds herself in Boston, United States. She discovers that humans do not communicate through telepathy. All around her, she hears humans making noises with their mouths. Strings of these sounds carry the meanings they want to communicate. Through telepathy, she can tell the rough meaning of the strings. Earthlings refer to this way of communication as language. Miko has with her a device that she uses to record the sounds she hears. She quickly invents symbols for the sounds to record the strings. Here are some of the strings as she writes them: pliizpæsðə∫ugər



megfedkim



kimput∫ugərinðətii



kimfedmeg



kənaihævsəmtiipliiz



kimizəsliip



Miko discovers that she can imitate these sounds and sound strings. She also finds that the sounds are not random: there are specific sounds used for speaking language; and strings of these sounds, along with the meanings they carry, are called sentences. She concludes that sentences are like other forms of communication such as traffic signs, frowns, and smiles that she sees around her. She makes a picture in her logbook:



sounds



meanings sentences



Miko thinks that her task is to memorize all the sentences humans use. Given her powerful memory, she expects this task to be trivial. But she then discovers that certain parts of the sound strings appear again and again in different sentences. She separates these parts in her documentation:
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pliiz pæs ðə ∫ugər



meg fed kim



kim put ∫ugər in ðə tii



kim fed meg



kənaihævsəm tii pliiz



kim izəsliip



Notice that for us humans, Miko's breaking up of the strings is incomplete. She is at this point treating canihavesome and isasleep as single pieces. At first, Miko had recorded ‘sentences’ as atomic (indivisible) units: (1) a.



megfedkim



b.



kimiz∂sliip



SENTENCE



SENTENCE



Miko now revises her initial HYPOTHESIS: Sentences are not atomic; they are COMPOSITIONAL: they can be broken up into smaller units. Humans refer



these sentence parts as words. She revises her picture of the sentences in (1) as (2). By now, she has figured out how humans record their speech, in spelling:



(2) a.



Meg



fed



Kim



b.



Kim



SENTENCE



isasleep SENTENCE



The pictures in (1a, b) and (2a, b) are Miko’s REPRESENTATIONS of the STRUCTURE of the sentences. [See Note 4: Representations.] The pictures in (3a)



and (3b) convey the same information, even though they are in the form of “trees” rather than “boxes”: (3) a.



b.



SENTENCE



SENTENCE



WORD



WORD



WORD



WORD



WORD



Meg



fed



Kim



Kim



isasleep



Miko now revises her picture of the connection between sounds and meanings:



sounds



meanings words/sentences



Over the next two days, Miko finds an even stronger reason to break sentences up into words. She discovers that there is no limit to the number of sentences. Humans come up with new sentences all the time, never uttered before, like the following: My aunt stews red bricks with pebbles for brunch. Mary received her Ph.D. the day after her grandmother was born.
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The ideas expressed by such sentences may not be true or possible, but the sentences are perfectly grammatical, and other humans can understand what they mean. In short, the number of potential sentences is INFINITE. Moreover, there is no limit on the possible length of a sentence. You can lengthen sentences in many ways. For example, any number of sentences can be joined together to form new sentences. How can anyone memorize all the sentences of language? Miko beams herself across to another part of Earth and finds herself in Kerala, in India. Here she hears a different set of sounds to convey the same meanings. She continues recording what she hears, including sentences like the following: (4) a.



kim



meggine



uuTTi.



Kim



Meg



fed



b.



Kim fed Meg.



kim



u r a nngi .



Kim



has gone to sleep



Kim isasleep.



Miko figures out that there is more than one human language. The sentences she heard earlier are from a language called English. Those in (4) are from a different language, called Malayalam. After listening to Malayalam for a while, Miko concludes that the only difference between English and Malayalam is that their words are different. In her logbook, she makes an entry that translates as follows: Hypotheses on human languages To understand human language, we need two notions: SENTENCE; WORD. A sentence consists of words. Different languages have different words. Her task, she decides, is to make a list of all the words in all the human languages.



2 Building Grammars Miko summarizes her ideas so far as follows: [See Note 6: What is a Grammar?] (5) Grammar Human Language Constructs:



sentence, word



Principle:



A sentence consists of words.



Word Lists English:



Kim, Meg, isasleep, fed, sugar, tea, in, please...



Malayalam:



kim, meggine, uuTTi, u r a nngi…



And she continues to add to her word list. To TEST her ideas, Miko designs an EXPERIMENT. She consults her Malayalam word list, and makes up a few Malayalam sentences by herself:
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(6) a.



kim



uuTTi



meggine.



Kim



fed



Meg



Kim fed Meg. b.



meggine



kim



uuTTi.



Meg



Kim



fed



Kim fed Meg. Sentences (4a), (6a), and (6b) contain the same words, but they are arranged differently. Miko approaches a few speakers of Malayalam, and asks them if the sentences she has made up are acceptable to them. They judge the sentences to be acceptable, and also tell her they mean the same thing. Her experiment with speakers of Malayalam supports her initial hunch that the order of words does not affect the meaning. (She hadn’t recorded this hunch, for fear that she might be wrong.) Miko is delighted. However, the scientist in her knows that conclusions based on the results of a single experiment may be hasty. So she goes back to Boston, where she conducts her experiment again. She makes up sentences like (7a) and (7b), and asks people if these sentences are acceptable to them. To her surprise, they accept (7a) as a good sentence in English, but not (7b): (7) a.



Meg teased the cat.



b. * Meg teased cat the. (To remind you, the asterisk (*) before a sentence means that the sentence is unacceptable to the speakers of the language under study.) Miko now realizes that not all logically possible combinations of words in English are acceptable sentences. The principle in her grammar is not sufficient to tell us why (7b) is unacceptable. Miko adds a principle to her grammar: (8)



In an English sentence, the word the cannot follow the word cat.



Given (8), Miko explains the contrast in acceptability between (7a) and (7b) as follows.



First,



she



assumes



that



these



sentences



representation in (9):



(9)



a.



SENTENCE



WORD



WORD



WORD



WORD



Meg



teased



the



cat



b.



SENTENCE



WORD



WORD



WORD



WORD



Meg



teased



cat



the



have



the



structural
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In (9b), the word the follows the word cat; this violates the principle in (8). She also makes the following additional assumptions: (10) a.



If the representation of a sentence violates a principle of language, then that representation is ill-formed.



b.



If a sentence has no well-formed representation, then it will not be acceptable to the speakers of the language.



The representation in (9b) for the sentence in (7b) violates the principle in (8). Therefore, by (10a), this representation is ill-formed. Together, (8) and (10) make the correct PREDICTION that (7b) is not acceptable to speakers of English. Miko revises her grammar in (5), adding a special principle: (11)



Grammar II Human Language Constructs:



sentence, word, precedence



Principle:



A sentence consists of words.



English: Principle:



The word the cannot follow the word cat.



Word List:



Kim, Meg, asleep, fed, sugar, tea, in, please, cat, teased...



The grammar in (11) explains the contrast between (9a) and (9b). Now, notice that Miko has added precedence (i.e., the relative order of words) as a CONSTRUCT in her grammar. [See Note 8: Frameworks and Constructs.] This is



because the principle that the cannot follow cat crucially depends on the relation of precedence. Statements like ‘A follows B,’ ‘B precedes A,’ ‘B cannot follow A,’ and ‘A cannot precede B,’ express precedence relations. Miko continues her mission. She makes up the sentences in (12), and finds that (12b), (12d) and (12f) are unacceptable to speakers of English. (12) a.



Meg teased the girl.



b. * Meg teased girl the. c.



Meg teased the boy.



d. * Meg teased boy the. e.



Meg teased the ant.



f. * Meg teased ant the.



In order to explain why (12b, d, f) are unacceptable, Miko adds a few more principles to her grammar:
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(13)



Grammar III Human Language Constructs:



sentence, word, precedence



Principle:



A sentence consists of words.



English: Principle:



The word the cannot follow the word cat. The word the cannot follow the word girl. The word the cannot follow the word boy. The word the cannot follow the word ant.



Word List:



Kim, Meg, asleep, fed, sugar, tea, in, please, cat, teased...



Still continuing her experiment, Miko finds the same problem with words like a, this, and that, in sentences like the ones that she had with the: (14) a.



Meg teased a cat.



b. * Meg teased cat a. c.



Meg teased a girl.



d. * Meg teased girl a. e.



Meg teased a boy.



f. * Meg teased boy a. g.



Meg teased a ant.



h. * Meg teased ant a.



Meg teased this cat. * Meg teased cat this. Meg teased this girl. * Meg teased girl this. Meg teased this boy. * Meg teased boy this. Meg teased this ant. * Meg teased ant this.



Meg teased that cat. * Meg teased cat that. Meg teased that girl. * Meg teased girl that. Meg teased that boy. * Meg teased boy that. Meg teased that ant. * Meg teased ant that.



Miko is unhappy. To explain why the sentences in (14b, d, f, h) are unacceptable, she has to add a large number of principles to her grammar, like the following: The word a cannot follow the word cat.



The word a cannot follow the word girl.



The word this cannot follow the word cat.



The word this cannot follow the word girl.



The word that cannot follow the word cat.



The word that cannot follow the word girl.



The word a cannot follow the word boy.



The word a cannot follow the word ant.



The word this cannot follow the word boy.



The word this cannot follow the word ant.



The word that cannot follow the word boy.



The word that cannot follow the word ant.



Now, having to repeat the same conditions in a number of principles is undesirable. The words cat, girl, boy, ant ... appear again and again in the principles above. So do the words the, a, this, and that. When this happens, we say that things that behave in the same way belong to the same natural class. A NATURAL CLASS is a collection of entities that repeatedly show the same behavior in a number of places. Miko now makes the following assumptions about words:
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(15) Words belong to different classes: Class I:



boy, girl, ant, cat, factory, book…



Class II:



teased, saw, gave, sent, donated, hit, loved…



Class III:



the, a, that, this…



She is thrilled when she discovers that earth linguists also have these word classes, and even have names for them. They refer to Miko’s class I words as nouns, class II words as verbs, and class III words as determiners. The earth linguists refer to these word classes as grammatical categories. Miko revises her grammar again, including the idea of grammatical categories of noun (N), verb (V), and determiner (D). Each word, she decides, must have the specification of its category in the word list. (16)



Grammar IV Human Language Constructs:



sentence, word, precedence grammatical categories: N, V, D …



Principle:



A sentence consists of words.



English: Principle:



D cannot follow N.



Word List:



Kim (N); Meg (N); slept (V); loves (V); gave (V); sugar (N); coffee (N); child (N); book (N); factory (N); a (D); ...



Miko has now been on Earth for a week, and has found an office to work in. She spends a weekend enjoying a sunny beach in California. When she returns, she finds that she has company. Her brother Jomo has followed her to earth, in case she needs help. He looks at her data and her analysis, and shakes his head. [See Note 5: Data.] He is not convinced that grammatical categories are needed in grammar.



The following conversation ensues between Jomo and Miko: J: Look, why are you complicating grammars by postulating entities like and



DET?



NOUN, VERB,



You know we shouldn't increase the number of theoretical constructs



unnecessarily.



M: If you can give me an equally good analysis of the facts without using grammatical categories, I will gladly abandon grammatical categories. Do you have such an alternative analysis?



J: Let’s see. Suppose I assume a different principle: The words the, a, this, and that cannot occur at the end of a sentence. This will correctly rule out sentences (7b), (12b, d, f), (14b, d, f, h). This analysis is actually simpler than yours.



The simplicity argument is quite persuasive, so Miko has to accept that Jomo's alternative analysis is better.
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She is about to abandon grammatical categories, when she has an idea. She makes up a few more sentences, and checks them with her experimental subjects (informants), the humans she has now become friends with: (17) a. The girl teased Jo.



b. *



Girl the teased Jo.



c.



A girl teased Jo.



d. *



Girl a teased Jo.



e.



That girl teased Jo.



f. *



Girl that teased Jo.



g.



This girl teased Jo.



h. *



Girl this teased Jo.



In these sentences, the words the, a, this, and that do not occur at the end of a sentence. Miko’s informants accept (17a, c, e, g), but reject (17b, d, f, h). Miko is triumphant. She says, "Look, Jomo, my analysis correctly predicts these results. Your analysis says nothing about these examples, it doesn't cover them. We do need grammatical categories as a construct in grammars." Jomo is convinced by Miko's argument. However, something unexpected happens the next day. Miko hears the following sentences: (18) a. b.



Pat gave the child the books on the shelf. The books the child got from Pat were funny.



In (18a, b), the nouns child and books are followed by the word the, and yet the sentences are acceptable. Hence, these sentences are COUNTEREXAMPLES to the principle for English in grammar IV: they show that the principle is false. Jomo, who now supports the hypothesis of grammatical categories, offers a suggestion: "Why don't we treat the child and the book as single units? That might solve the problem." Miko is not sure about what Jomo means. So Jomo draws a picture: (19)



S N Pat



V gave



D N the child



D N the books



He says, "Suppose we treat the child and the books as units. Let us call them word-chains. The child is a single word-chain, and the books is also a single word-chain." Miko sees the point, and revises her principle for English: D cannot follow N within a word-chain.



The noun child in (19) is followed by a determiner, the. But they are not within the same word-chain, so the sentence does not violate the principle. On further search, Miko finds that Jomo's "word-chain" has a parallel notion in the grammars of earth linguists. They call it phrase. She wonders if, like the child and the books, other word-chains are phrases in human language. For instance, could the books on the shelf in (18a) be a phrase? Till she investigates further, her grammar looks like this for now:
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(20)



Grammar V Human Language Constructs:



sentence, word, precedence grammatical categories: N, V, D … …



Principle:



A sentence consists of words.



English: Principle:



D cannot follow N within a phrase.



Word List:



Kim (N); Meg (N); slept (V); loves (V); gave (V); sugar (N); coffee (N); factory (N); a (D); ...



Having made sure that his sister can manage on her own, Jomo beams away for a vacation in the Grand Canyons. Let us summarize Miko's progress. She began with the notions sentence, word, and precedence, and tried to explain the patterns of English word order in terms of these constructs. Such an analysis soon became unnecessarily complex. Classifying words into categories, grouping the words in a sentence into phrases, and expressing the patterns as principles in terms of these categories and phrases, made her analysis considerably simpler. Having decided that grammatical categories are necessary for building grammars of human languages, Miko and Jomo expand and reorganize the word list for English in their logbook before Jomo leaves. A sample of their list is given below. Conventional Word Classes ("parts of speech" in traditional grammars) Category



Examples



NOUN



cinema, turtles, destruction, goodness, water, mice, Kim, he, she, themselves, herself,



VERB



give, liked, irritates, laughs, smuggled, elapse, have, can, could, will, would, must, may, is, was, have, been,...



ADJECTIVE



small, sweet, elegant, repulsive, recurrent, distant,...



ADVERB



beautifully, unfortunately, often, ...



PREPOSITION



to, in, under, for, on, ...



DETERMINER



a, the, this, that, those, these



CONJUNCTION and, or



3 Putting the Pieces Together You must have noticed that Miko's and Jomo’s Grammar V in (20) has two parts. One part has specifications about the properties of human language in general, which linguists call universal grammar. The other part has
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specifications that are specific to individual languages, stated under the grammar of a particular language. Miko's



research



strategy



in



building



Grammar



V



was



to



propose



hypotheses that explain the puzzles in her observations, test them, and revise them if needed. She uses two types of hypotheses in her grammar. One type is statements that express linguistic regularities: the PRINCIPLES. We find some principles in universal grammar, and others in individual grammars. The other type is statements about the structure of individual linguistic expressions, called REPRESENTATIONS. Representations are built out of the CONSTRUCTS, which include UNITS OF REPRESENTATION, and the RELATIONS



between units. These constructs apply to human language in general; hence, Miko specifies them as part of universal grammar. This means that individual grammars cannot have their own constructs. Although representations of particular linguistic expressions are necessarily specific to the language, the constructs they appeal to must come from those available in universal grammar. Finally, we have the word lists, which are particular to each language, and are therefore part of the grammars of individual languages. Take these statements about the English sentence Meg teased the cat: Megteasedthecat is a sentence. It consists of the words Meg, teased, the, and cat. Meg is a noun; teased is a verb; the is a determiner; cat is a noun. The words the and cat form a phrase. These statements together form the representation of the structure of the sentence, and can be expressed diagrammatically as in (21): (21)



S



N



V



D



N



Meg



teased



the



cat



Principles tell us what a well-formed representation is. For instance, the principle in Grammar V that D cannot follow N within a phrase applies to all the representations in English. If you build a representation for the sentence Megteasedcatthe, you will see that it violates this principle, and is therefore not well-formed. This is why, as Miko explains, the sentence is unacceptable to speakers of English. There is one final aspect of Miko's inquiry that we must not miss — her ways of evaluating the hypotheses that go into explanations. Miko and Jomo are convinced that they have observed enough EVIDENCE to justify postulating the
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categories of noun, verb, and determiner. In demanding evidence for grammatical categories, Miko and Jomo implicitly assumed that: A.



Hypotheses and constructs must be JUSTIFIED: they must serve a purpose in explaining a phenomenon.



Miko first postulated the concept of grammatical categories (in grammar IV) only when this concept was found necessary for explaining certain facts of English word order illustrated in the data in (14). When she found counterexamples to grammar IV (the data in (18)), Miko modified her grammar in such a way that the new grammar (grammar V) did not make incorrect predictions. Her assumption was that: B.



Grammars should be CONSISTENT WITH OBSERVATIONS: they should not make incorrect PREDICTIONs.



In the debate between Jomo and Miko about grammatical categories, Jomo argued that there was an alternative explanation without grammatical categories that was simpler; hence, postulating grammatical categories was unmotivated. Implicit in this argument was the assumption that: C.



Grammars should be MAXIMALLY SIMPLE: the constructs and principles they STIPULATE should be the fewest possible.



To counter his argument, Miko used the data in (17) to show that her analysis provided an explanation for the new data, but Jomo’s didn't; hence, her analysis was better. In her counter-argument, Miko was using the criterion in B, that grammars should not make incorrect predictions. In addition, however, she was also assuming that: D.



Grammars should be MAXIMALLY GENERAL: they should cover the widest possible range of observations.



In theoretical linguistics, and in science in general, the NORMS we use to evaluate PROPOSITIONS, CONSTRUCTS, and THEORIES include the statements in A-D. These form the bases we use to build arguments in defense of a proposal, and to show why a particular proposal must be rejected. 4 Summing Up Miko's first discovery about human language is that languages have sentences that relate sounds and meanings. She subsequently discovers that sentences are composed of words, and that words also relate sounds and meanings. Miko now has to cut short her stay on Earth and return to Mars immediately. This also means that she has to abort her project of studying human language. How might she have continued the project? In our further exploration of language structure, we will have to imagine what she might have done, and take on her role of inquirer. We will find that words are
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composed of units called morphemes. Like sentences and words, morphemes relate sounds and meanings. Sentences themselves are part of larger units called text, which also relate sounds and meanings. When Miko first began her inquiry, the picture in her logbook was:



sounds



meanings sentences



Later, she revised it as:



sounds



meanings words/sentences



After incorporating the constructs of morpheme and text, the picture in her logbook at the end of the inquiry would look something like this: TEXT



SENTENCE WORD MORPHEME



Miko learnt that humans refer to a pairing of sounds and meanings as a sign. The smallest sign in her picture is the morpheme; it cannot be broken up further into smaller signs. Words, sentences, and texts are complex signs, each composed of smaller signs. This means that texts, sentences, and words have an internal structure, unlike morphemes. In the chapters to follow, we will continue exploring regularities in language.
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N-400 Part 1 

This work by Jennifer Gagliardi is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. Explain how you are ...
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VIM: The Basic Part - GitHub 

Why use vim? â€¢ Because it's the best plaintext editor available! .... copy/pasting, saving, etc... â€¢ This is where you begin when you open a vim window. â€¢ To return ...
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Exodus Part I.pdf 

God. (Exodus 24:9-11)25 N/A N/A. The Israelites. worship the. golden calf. (Exodus 32:1-6)26 The Israelites. worship the golden. calf. Surah Al-Araf,. 7:148; (Surah Taha,. 20:85-98)27. N/A N/A Moses takes 70. Israelites to meet. Surah Al-Araf, 7:155.
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WR330 Part B 

Water Resources Act 1991 (as amended by the Water Act 2003), Environment Act 1995,. The Water Resources (Abstraction and Impounding) Regulations 2006. Introduction. Please read through this application form and the ... The Data Protection Act 1998. C
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